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WE ARE A 100%
MEXICAN
COMPANY
México Lindo y Querido, is a young and
fresh Mexican company with the desire
and vitality to make known and get the
sweetness of our country to other
parts of the world.
We are known for being a 100%
Mexican industry committed to the
elaboration and commercialization of
food products, the quality of our
products supports us.
Our philosophy is to keep an endless
and close connection with our
customers, suppliers and consumers in
order to promote business growth and
optimization of resources, and in this
way, establish relationships of
confidence in the medium term that
will have an impact the quality in the
productive cycle of our products.

OUR MISSION
Create value for our customers,
employees and the community
through the production and marketing
of high quality food products.

OUR VISION

Make Mexican sweetness reach
other countries of the world, placing
our products within everyone's
reach.

OUR VALUES
Ethics

Teamwork

Social
Commitment

Quality

Honesty

Responsa
-bility

MEXICAN HANDMADE
JAM
TOILET SOAP MADE
WITH NATURAL
HONEY BEE
Made of bee honey, which
is an excellent moisturizer,
softener and relaxing to
the skin.
By his shape with relief
provides a relaxing
massage throughout the
body, leaving sensation of
well-being and
cleaning,also leaving a
smell to honey that

100% PURE AND
NATURAL HONEY BEE
Honey is an ancestral food
that has delighted the
palates of our ancestors
and continues to do so with
the new generations
around the world. In
addition to the multiple
therapeutic properties

Made from 100% Mexican

SMALL PIECES OF
AMARANTH WITH
CHOCOLATE

natural strawberries from

The amaranth was

the rich region of Irapuato,

cultivated and used since

Mexico, famous for its large

pre-Hispanic times by

production of strawberries.

different cultures, its food

Made with fruit, sugar and

and religious importance

natural water.

was similar to that of corn.

Other flavors available *:
peach, blackberry,
pineapple.

100 g.

of protein, iron, calcium

attributed to it, it is also a

and helps prevent diabetes

sweetener present in the

among other benefits. It is

most sophisticated recipes.

* Note: Depending on the

considered the best food of

temporality of the fruit

vegetable origin for human

remains for several hours.

Presentation

It contains a large amount

consumption.

Presentation
500g. and 1 Kg.

Presentation
500 g.

Presentation
100 g. and 500g.
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